FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: PRIORITY

To: OPCA
   HERU

Attn: MS. CATHERINE LAMEY
      ROOM 11144

From: NY
      LEGAL UNIT
      Contact: EILEEN RAWLINSON X3796

Approved By: ROTH JAMES J

Drafted By: RAWLINSON EILEEN

Case ID #: 62-HQ-1029205 (Pending)
           NY 190-1 -1858

Title: JOHN F. KENNEDY RECORDS COLLECTION
        ACT OF 1992 (THE ACT)

Synopsis: Response to HQ communication dated 07/08/1998

Enclosures: NY search slips, NY indices cards and responsive
            material

Details: As requested, NY has conducted a new search of its
         indices for the names listed. A review of each enclosed search
         slip will indicate if hits are responsive, which material is
         being enclosed and which material has been previously submitted
         to HQ.
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